The first detection of gravitational waves (GWs) from the binary neutron star (NS) inspiral GW170817 has opened a unique channel for probing the fundamental properties of matter at supra-nuclear densities inaccessible elsewhere in the Universe. This observation yielded the first constraints on the equation of state (EoS) of NS matter from the GW imprint of tidal interactions. Tidal signatures in the GW arise from the response of a matter object to the spacetime curvature sourced by its binary companion. They crucially depend on the EoS and are predominantly characterised by the tidal deformability parameters Λ , where = 2, 3 denotes the quadrupole and octupole respectively. As the binary evolves towards merger, additional dynamical tidal effects become important when the orbital frequency approaches a resonance with the stars' internal oscillation modes. Among these modes, the fundamental ( f -)modes have the strongest tidal coupling and can give rise to a cumulative imprint in the GW signal even if the resonance is not fully excited. Here we present the first direct constraints on fundamental oscillation mode frequencies for GW170817 using an inspiral GW phase model with an explicit dependence on the f -mode frequency and without assuming any relation between f and Λ . We rule out anomalously small values of f and, for the larger companion, determine a lower bound on the f 2 -mode ( f 3 -mode) frequency of ≥ 1.39 kHz (≥ 1.86 kHz) at the 90% credible interval (CI). We then show that networks of future GW detectors will be able to measure f -mode frequencies to within tens of Hz from the inspiral alone. Such precision astroseismology will enable novel tests of fundamental physics and the nature of compact binaries.
INTRODUCTION
Gravitational waves from inspiraling binary NSs carry characteristic information not only about the stars' masses and spins but also about the nature of the supra-dense matter in their interiors, whose properties have been a longstanding frontier of subatomic physics and astrophysics. The GW observation of the NS inspiral GW170817 [1] enabled the first constraints on NS matter via the EoS-dependent tidal deformability parameters Λ for each object [2] [3] [4] . Tidal effects encapsulated in Λ mainly describe the behavior in the early inspiral, when the stars respond adiabatically to their companion's tidal fields [2] . However, as the GW-driven evolution proceeds, the variations in the tidal fields occurring on the orbital timescale can approach a resonance with the internal oscillation modes of the star giving rise to new characteristic signatures in the GWs associated with the specific modes. For the fundamental f -modes, such dynamical effects lead to an f -mode frequency-dependent amplification of tidal imprints in the GW signal that starts to accumulate long before the resonance [5] [6] [7] . In General Relativity (GR), and for a range of proposed EoSs for NSs, the f -mode frequencies are empirically found to be related to Λ through approximate universal relations (URs) [8] . However, not imposing such NS-based URs opens up the possibility of using GW observations to perform novel parameterized tests of GR, for understanding the fundamental properties of ultra-dense matter, and, especially, for testing for the existence of exotic compact objects such as boson stars or gravastars [9] .
METHODOLOGY Parameter Estimation
We perform coherent Bayesian parameter estimation on the publicly available GW170817 data [10, 11] . We use the nested sampling algorithm implemented in LALINFERENCE [12, 13] to evaluate the posterior probability distribution
where L ( d| λ ) is the likelihood of the data given the parameters λ , π( λ ) the prior distribution for λ and Z the marginalized likelihood or evidence. the data d is given by
where the k-th detector output is d k (t) = n k (t) + h M k (t; λ ), n k (t) the noise and h M k (t) the measured strain incorporating calibration uncertainty [4] . For a single detector, the noise weighted inner product is given by
whereã( f ) andb( f ) denote the Fourier transform of the realvalued functions a(t) and b(t) respectively and S n ( f ) is the power spectral density (PSD) of the detector. In our analysis we adopt a a low-frequency cutoff of f low = 23 Hz and a highfrequency cut-off of f high = 2048 Hz. The choice of priors used in our analysis is templated on the choices made in Ref. [4] . For the dimensionless tidal deformabilities we use uniform priors with Λ prior 2,A ∈ [0, 5000] and Λ prior 3,A ∈ 0, 10 4 . Similarly, where appropriate, we adopt uniform priors on the dimensionless angular f -mode frequencies Ω ,A = Gm A ω ,A /c 3 . We choose Ω 2,A ∈ [0, 0.5] and Ω 3,A ∈ [0, 1.0]. These priors are decidedly conservative in order to remain as agnostic as possible. The upper limit imposed on Ω ,A extends beyond the limit of ∼ 0.18 implied by URs for Λ ,A → 0 [8] . Alternative prior choices can be considered but are beyond the scope of the analysis presented here.
In addition, there is some freedom associated to how we sample in the intrinsic parameters. Following [14] , we let the adiabatic tidal parameters Λ 2,A vary independently and considered two different prescriptions for incorporating dynamical tides. In the first prescription, we let the f -mode frequencies vary independently, being treated as a free parameter to be constrained by the data. This allows us to place a lower bound on the f -modes avoiding any a priori assumptions on the validity of the universal relations. In the second prescription, we can fix the f -mode frequencies by imposing universal relations, though we note that the dynamical tides terms still explicitly contribute to the log-likelihood in contrast to a purely adiabatic waveform. In addition, imposing the universal relations allows us to effectively reduce the dimensionality of the parameter space whilst still incorporating dynamical tidal effects.
Waveform Model
In this study, we analysed GW170817 data using a fixed point particle baseline (Ψ pp ) (see [14] and Refs. therein for details) but incorporating adiabatic and dynamical tidal effects to varying post-Newtonian (PN) orders. The aim of this approach is to gauge the impact of systematics in the modelling of tidal effects on the estimation and bounds for the f -mode frequencies.
The leading order adiabatic tidal effects first enter the phase at 5PN order [2] and can be characterised by a single tidal deformability parameterΛ, which is a mass weighted average of the tidal deformabilities of the constituent compact objects Λ 2,A . The effects of adiabatic tidal deformations on the phase have been calculated to 6PN in [15] and up to 7.5PN in [16] , where contributions from higher multipoles are omitted and a number of unknown terms appearing at 7PN are neglected. In this paper, we also incorporate a recently derived closedform expression for the dynamical tidal contribution to the phase [7] . This enables us to include the tidal excitation of the neutron stars fundamental oscillation modes at quadrupolar ( = 2) and octupolar ( = 3) order. In addition, we also include the octupolar adiababatic contribution to the phase as in [17] . The GW phase Ψ computed in the PN approximation can therefore be written as the sum of the various contributions
where Ψ pp is the point particle inspiral phase, Ψ ad. the adiabatic tidal contributions to the phase and Ψ dyn. the dynamical tidal contributions to the phase ("fmtidal") from Ref. [7] . We neglect quadrupole-monopole (QM) effects associated with the deformations of the NS under its own angular momentum [18] , as for GW170817 the QM effects were found to be subdominant [19] . However, the QM term can readily be incorporated into our phasing model. Future studies could further include a number of additional matter effects neglected here, and use more sophisticated waveform models beyond the PN-based approximations.
Following [19] , we choose the waveform termination frequency as the minimum of min( f ISCO , f contact ), where f ISCO is the innermost stable circular orbit and f contact is a fiducial contact frequency.
CONSTRAINTS FROM GW170817
In order to constrain f -mode frequencies in GW170817, we re-analyse the publicly available strain data [10, 11] treating the tidal deformabilities Λ ,A and the dimensionless angular f -mode frequencies Gm A ω ,A /c 3 of the A-th component object as independent parameters without imposing the URs or any requirement that the two objects have the same EoSs. For comparison, we also repeat the analysis imposing the URs meaning that f is no longer allowed to vary freely. For our analyses, we use the efficient post-Newtonian (PN) adiabatic TaylorF2 waveform model (see Refs. in [14] ) augmented with the f -mode dynamical tide phase developed in Ref. [7] . We perform coherent Bayesian inference using the nested sampling algorithm implemented in LALINFERENCE [13, 20] . We adopt the narrow spin priors of [14] and impose uniform priors on the f -mode frequencies. We demonstrate that PN systematics do not dominate the lower bound by performing the analysis using different combinations of adiabatic and dynamical tide contributions, as summarised in Tab. I. Note that the results quoted below will be taken from datasets (f) and (l) unless otherwise stated. Figure 1 summarises our results for the larger-mass (m 1 ) object; we find similar results for the lower-mass (m 2 ) companion resulting in the same conclusions. The left panel of Fig. 1 shows the joint posterior probability distribution function (PDF) for the quadrupolar f -mode frequency f 2 = ω 2 /(2π) and corresponding tidal deformability Λ 2 . The black solid curved indicates the 90% credible region (CR) of our novel analysis with independent parameters, while the yellow curve is the 90% CR obtained when imposing URs for NSs.
The colored solid curves correspond to predictions from EoS models for NSs with increasing stiffness known as APR4 [21] , MPA1 [22] , and H4 [23] ; as an example of an exotic object we also show predictions for nonrotating boson stars 1 (dashed colored curves) [24, 25] . Boson stars (BSs) are condensates of a complex scalar field Φ with a repulsive self-interaction described here by the potential V = m 2 b |Φ| 2 + 1 2 λ b |Φ| 4 , where m b is the boson mass and λ b characterizes the strength of the self-interaction. We emphasise that the PDFs derived by imposing URs, as shown by the yellow curve in Fig. 1 , are only valid for binary neutron stars. In general, exotic compact objects and objects in modified theories of gravity may not obey the same set of URs, highlighting the utility of our approach. Figure 1 illustrates that measuring both the f -mode frequency and Λ independently enables us to place additional constraints on the nature of the compact objects.
Complementary to the joint posterior, the right panel of Fig. 1 shows the marginalised one-dimensional PDF of f 2 for the larger-mass companion. Without imposing the UR for NSs (green curve) on the dynamical tides terms, we can rule out anomalously small values of the f -mode frequency and place a meaningful lower bound on f 2 indicated by the green dashed vertical line. This can be understood from the scaling behaviour of the dynamical tides phase contribution which is proportional to Λ f −2 , implying that small values of f result in hyper-excited dynamical tides that are inconsistent with the data. This is reflected in the shape of the posterior (green curve), where we see a dramatic drop in posterior support as f → 0. Conversely, increasing the fundamental frequency leads to a suppression of dynamical tidal effects and the waveform becomes indistinguishable from the adiabatic limit. The dynamical f -mode effects become most important at high frequencies where the detectors are less sensitive, thus the f -mode frequency could not be fully resolved and no upper bound can be determined as seen from the plateau at high frequencies. When URs are assumed, the posteriors on the f -mode frequencies yield an upper bound and are much narrower (blue curve), but most importantly the 90% lower bound is consistent with our previous more general findings. Additionally, we also give the results with a purely adiabatic tidal phase model (pink curve), entirely omitting the frequencydependent dynamical tidal enhancement from the GW model and reconstructing the posterior from the URs. We find that the lower bound is consistent with our estimate using the dynamical tides model and in broad agreement with [26] -this is not surprising as the strongest constraint stems from the tidal deformability measurement which would be inconsistent with very large dynamical tides (i.e., f 2 → 0).
In Tab. I we give the 90% lower bounds on the quadrupolar f -mode frequency measured from GW170817 for various combinations of adiabatic and dynamical tidal phase contributions with and without assuming URs. We follow [27] and construct the bootstrapping estimate of the standard error on the lower limit, finding f low 2,1 = 1390 ± 65 Hz for the larger mass. In particular, we note that the systematics between different the PN contributions given in Tab. I are all within the bootstrapping errors estimated here, demonstrating robustness of the result.
In addition to the dominant quadrupole effects, we can also place weak constraints on octopolar tidal parameters. However, such higher multipole tidal interactions are subdominant and hence even more difficult to constrain from the data. For the larger component, the 90% credible interval on Λ 3,1 is [410, 9404] Hz and the 90% lower bound on f low 3,1 is 1857 ± 117 Hz. Similarly, for the smaller component we find Λ 3,2 ∈ [466, 9446] Hz and f low 3,2 = 1619 ± 98 Hz. Note that the upper limits on Λ 3,A are prior-dominated.
While our analysis enables us to place a constraint on the f -modes for GW170817 from below and rule out very low values of f , little information is gained overall due to the decreased sensitivity at high frequencies for the current GW detector network. However, future detector networks will have the potential to place substantially tighter constraints on fundamental modes as we demonstrate next.
FIG. 2.
Approximate 1D posterior probability for the f 2 -mode frequency of a GW170817-like binary at 40 Mpc in different detector networks. The vertical dashed line indicates the true value of f 2 = 2.04 kHz for the larger mass. The detector networks considered are: LIGO-Virgo at design sensitivity (HLV), three A+ detectors [30, 31] , three 4km L-shaped LIGO detectors with improved high-frequency sensitivity [32, 33] (HF4S), one triangular Einstein Telescope D-configuration, one Cosmic Explorer (CE) and a network consisting of two CEs and one ET-D.
FUTURE PROSPECTS
In order to illustrate the feasibility of measuring f -modes from inspiral signals with future observatories, we consider a GW170817-like binary with component masses m A = {1.475, 1.26} M , tidal deformabilities Λ 2,A = {183, 488} and f 2 -mode frequencies f 2,A = {2.04, 1.94} kHz based on the APR4 EoS [21] . At high signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), we can use the linear signal approximation h( λ ) = h( λ 0 ) + ∂ i h∆λ i + · · · , where ∆λ i = λ − λ 0 , to estimate the multivariate PDF about the true binary parameters λ 0 as p( λ 0 ) ∼ e −(1−M )ρ 2 [28, 29] . Here ρ is the SNR and 1 − M is the mismatch between two waveforms. For h we use the TaylorF2 approximant with 6.5PN adiabatic tidal effects and only include the f 2 dynamical tides contribution; we do not impose URs. Figure 2 shows the approximate one-dimensional PDF for the f 2 -mode frequency of the larger-mass object for an optimallyoriented GW170817-like binary at 40 Mpc in different detector networks. The result for the LIGO-Virgo detector network at design sensitivity [34, 35] shows little improvement over our actual measurement for GW170817 (compare to Fig. 1) , only allowing us to determine a lower bound. However, various future network configurations all enable us to place much tighter constraints on the f -mode frequencies, highlighting the potential of such detectors: A network of three A+ detectors [30, 31] will offer significant improvements over the Advanced LIGO-Virgo (HLV) network. In particular, we find that we can begin to distinguish between an adiabatic waveform and dynamical tides sourced by large f -mode frequencies. By optimizing current detectors at high frequen-cies [32, 33] (HF4S), we find that we can start to place meaningful 90% lower and upper limits on f 2 (green curve). A future 3G network consisting of one Einstein Telescope (ET) detector [36, 37] and two Cosmic Explorer (CE) observatories [38] will allow for 1σ -errors of only a few tens of Hz, making precision GW asteroseismology with inspiral signals possible. This simplified calculation neglects correlations between intrinsic parameters and is limited by systematics of the waveform model; it should be viewed as a proof of principle that we can make meaningful measurements of fundamental mode oscillations from compact binary inspirals. A detailed study on the measurability of f -modes in future GW detector networks will be presented in forthcoming work.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have presented the first direct constraints on the fundamental oscillation modes in GW170817 using a waveform model with dynamical tides and without assuming URs. We have demonstrated that meaningful measurements of f -mode dynamical tides are a unique possibility in a future GW detector network, opening the prospects for deriving fundamentally new science from the clean inspiral epoch that is complementary to the information from post-merger signals [39] .
Martynov and Haixing Miao for providing us with the sensitivity curve used in Fig. 2 by showing explicitly the information on the masses resulting from our analysis. Providing f -mode and mass information without reference to the tidal deformability is further useful for direct constraints as most calculations of compact-object oscillation modes are done within a quasi-normal modes framework that only gives the frequency but not Λ . FIG. 5. Constraints on the octupolar f -mode frequency ( f 3 = ω 3 /(2π)) and octupoolar tidal deformability Λ 3,A for both companions in GW170817. Note that for the unconstrained tidal deformabilities, our results are manifestly dominated by the prior with the posteriors demonstrating a slight shift towards smaller values of Λ 3 , as predicted by the URs. As with the quadrupolar f -modes, the lower bound on f 3 is in agreement with the lower limit implied by imposing URs.
